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We are confident youâ€™ll find ValueHosting cheap, reliable, and user-friendly.Test Server Not all battles have the
same balance. Some battles have a huge advantage for a certain side, whilst others have a huge disadvantage for a

certain side. We want to give everyone a good chance of playing at a moderate pace. That's why we are running a test
server. The test server won't change the current balance of the game, so you can still be competitive in PvP or PvE
without having to run extra steps. Test Server Rules Players on the test server can still save up for new gear. Players
will no longer gain XP or level if there is no activity on the server. Any purchases on the test server will not transfer
to the live server. Character level on the live server will be level 120. External changes such as new gear or rewards

from daily tasks will have no impact on the test server. You can still log into the test server with your live account via
a separate game client. For example, if you use SWTOR on the EU Live server and play on the US or UK Test

server, you can still log into the EU test server and continue your progression. Known Issues Due to the nature of a
test server, there are still some issues that may occur. You may not be able to log in to your character or you may not
be able to save or craft items. We will be using these snapshots to debug any issues. As such, we may need to revert
to a previous snapshot or, in some extreme cases, completely reset your test server account.SEOUL -- South Korea
must learn to live with tensions with North Korea over the nuclear issue and be ready to defend its own security, the

top U.S. military officer said Sunday during a visit that will also see a meeting with China's top military leader. Adm.
Samuel Locklear of the U.S. Pacific Command said the U.S. and its regional allies are resolute on stopping North
Korea's development of nuclear and missile programs and continued "provocative actions." "We are not going to
accept an indefinite situation whereby we continue to be caught in a cycle of tension, provocation, intimidation,
threat and counter-threat," said Locklear, whose current duties as Pacific commander end in June. "We need to

resolve this situation through the use of diplomacy, through the
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